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video file does not work on my samsung s7 and it is not compatible with any of the online converters. Now i need to find the
best converter which can work in linux mint. Please any idea will be appreciated A: I finally found a working converter for
converting AVI to 3gp here is the link 1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a carrier of herbicidal chemicals, and in
particular to a carrier system for herbicidal chemicals where the carrier is relatively insensitive to degradation of herbicide
compounds by aerobic microorganisms and the herbicide compounds are held in the carrier in a bio-inert environment. 2.
Description of the Prior Art Herbicides are a very important part of modern agriculture. In recent years, the emphasis on
increasing the economic yields of crops such as corn and soybeans has increased the use of herbicides. Herbicides are used not
only for controlling weeds but also to assist in the cultivation of crops and the preservation of the soil. The desirable effect of a
herbicide is to destroy or retard the growth of the undesirable plants while leaving the desirable plants unharmed. The current
mode of application of herbicides is primarily by spraying or drenching a large area with herbicide containing water or dry
formulations. This often leads to problems such as rapid evaporation or volatilization of the herbicide, degradation of the
herbicide by microorganisms present in the soil and development of resistance by the weeds. In recent years, there has been a
move towards the use of solid carriers to deliver herbicide to the weeds. Such carriers can include solid particles, pellets or
molded masses, which can be coated with herbicide and spread over a wide area. This can prevent the problems of rapid
evaporation or volatilization of the herbicide. Unfortunately, some of the problems of traditional spray or drenching may occur.
For example, there is always the possibility of contamination of water in which the herbicide is applied with the herbicide
formulation. Also, the effect of soil microorganisms on the herbicide may be reduced by the use of carriers. One such system is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,386,869 to Swinny. This patent discloses a carrier system having a matrix of solid particulate
material such as glass or ceramic beads coated with herbicide. Such carriers 82157476af
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